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IN THE SUPREME COURT FOR THE STATE OF IDAHO 
WILMA CLAIRE JUSTAD ) 
PLAINTIFF/Respondent 
Cross Appellant 
) 
RONALD WARD, Personal Representative) 
Of the Phyllis A Gasser Estate ) 
> 
Defendant/Appellant I 
Cross Respondent ) 
) 
CIVIL CASE NUMBER 
CV 06-4679 
SUPREME COURT NUMBER 
34793 
CLERK'S SUPPLEMENTAL RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the First Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai 
HONORABLE JOHN T MITCHELL 
District Judge 
Peter J Smith IV William Appleton 
ATTORNEY FOR Plaintiff/ ATTORNEY FOR Defendant/ 
Respondent/ Cross Appellant Appellant/Cross Respondent 
250 Northwest Blvd Ste 102 924 Sherman Ave 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2971 Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83814 
,,' 
Date: 1/31/2008 First ... .jcial District Court - Kootenai County : 
Time: 10:lO AM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 4 Case: CV-2006-0004679 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Wilma Claire Justad vs. Ronald Ward 
User: PARKER 
Wilma Claire Justad vs. Ronald Ward 
Date 
611 612006 
Code User 
MOREILLY 
MO'REILLY 
New Case Filed - Other Claims John T. Mitchell 
Filing: A1 -Civil Complaint, More Than $1000 No John T. Mitchell 
Prior Appearance Paid by: Lukins and Annis 
Receipt number: 0701531 Dated: 611612006 
Amount: $82.00 (Check) 
Summons Issued John T. Mitchell 
Amended Complaint for Specific Performance John T. Mitchell 
Motion for Transcript John T. Mitchell 
Order For Transcript John T. Mitchell 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 703779 Dated John T. Mitchell 
7/5/2006 for 32.50) 
AnswerlWilliam Appleton John T. Mitchell 
Filing: I IA - Civil Answer Or Appear. More Than John T. Mitchell 
$1000 No Prior Appearance Paid by: William 
Appleton Receipt number: 9704848 Dated: 
7/12/2006 Amount: $58.00 (Check) 
Notice of Lodging Transcript - Motion for John T. Mitchell 
Appointment of Personal Representative in 
CVO6-2191 
Lodged Transcript - Motion for Appointment of John T. Mitchell 
Personal Representative in CV06-2191 
NCOC 
OLSON 
VICTORIN 
MCCOY 
THORNE 
ROBINSON 
SUM1 
AMCO 
MOTN 
ORDR 
BNDC 
ANSW VICTORIN 
ROBINSON 
NLTR CAMPBELL 
LODG CAMPBELL 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 9492948 John T. Mitchell 
dated 7/20/2006 amount 26.00) 
BNDV CAMPBELL 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 9492949 
dated 712012006 amount 6.50) 
Receipt Of Transcript 
Lodged -AMENDED COVER PAGE - attached 
as cover on the transcript filed 7120106 - Motion 
for Appointment of Personal Representative in 
CVO6-2191 
John T. Mitchell BNDV CAMPBELL 
RECT 
LODG 
SRIGGS 
CAMPBELL 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchefl 
HRSC THORNE Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary 
Judgment 09/05/2006 04:OO PM) Appleton 
Notice Of Hearing 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
NOHG 
BRIE 
MOTN 
AFFD 
OLSON 
OLSON 
OLSON 
LEITZKE 
Defendant's Brief for Summary Judgment 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Peter J. Smith IV in Support of Motion 
to Vacate Summary Judgment Hearing 
Plaintiff Wilma Claire Justad's Motion to Vacate 
Summary Judgment HearinglNotice of Hearing 
LEITZKE John T. Mitchell 
Affidavit of Wilma Claire Justad John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
AFFD 
AFFD 
AFFD 
MEMO 
LEITZKE 
LEITZKE 
LEITZKE 
LEITZKE 
Affidavit of Jodi Justad-Hood 
Affidavit of David L. Keyes 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment 
Date: 1/31/2008 F i r s t  jcial District Court - Kootenai County 
Time: 10:lO AM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 4 Case: CV-2006-0004679 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Wiima Claire Justad vs. Ronald Ward 
User: PARKER 
Wiima Claire Justad vs. Ronald Ward 
Date Code User Judge 
HRHD THORNE Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgmer 
held on 09/05/2006 04:OO PM: Hearing 
HeldlDenied Appleton 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 09/26/2006 02:30 
PM) Motn File Amended Complaint / Smith 
Order 
Stipulation to Allow Filing of Second Amended 
Complaint 
Motion to File Amended Complaint 
Hearing result for Motion held on 09/26/2006 
02:30 PM: Hearing Vacated Motn File 
Amended Complaint I Smith 
Second Amended Complaint for Specific 
Performance 
Notice Of Transcript Delivery/ Deposition of 
Wilma Claire Justad 
Defendant's notice of discovery request 
Notice of service of discovery 
Request For Trial Setting 
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial Scheduled 
1011 512007 09:OO AM) 1 Day 
Scheduling Order, Notice of Triai Setting and 
Initial Pretrial Order 
Answer to Second Amended Complaint 
Defendant's Notice of Service of Discovery 
Request 
Notice Of Service Of Discovery 
Notice Of Service Of Discovery 
Defendant's Notice Of Service Of Discovery 
Request 
Defendant's Notice of Service of Discovery 
Responses 
defs Notice Of Service of discovery req's 
Joint Report on Mediation 
Notice Of Service Of Discovery 
Notice Of Service Of Discovery 
Letter from William Appleton, Atty 
Defendant's Witness List 
Defendant's List Of Exhibits 
Plaintiffs Witness List 
Plaintiffs Exhibit List 
Acceptance/Acknowledgement of Sewice 
~t John T. Mitchell 
HRSC THORNE John T. Mitcheli 
THORNE 
PARKER 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
ORDR 
STIP 
MOTN 
HRVC 
PARKER 
THORNE 
John T, Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
AMCO John T. Mitchell 
NOTR John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitcheli 
MlSC 
NOTC 
RFTS 
HRSC 
REMPFER 
ZLATICH 
ZLATICH 
CLAUSEN 
ORDR CLAUSEN John T. Mitcheli 
ANSW 
NOTC 
PARKER 
PARKER 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitcheli 
NTSD 
NTSD 
NTSV 
HUFFMAN 
HULL 
LEPIRE 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
MiSC HUFFMAN John T. Mitcheil 
NTSV 
MlSC 
NTSD 
NTSD 
LETR 
DFWL 
DEFX 
MISC 
MlSC 
MlSC 
MCCORD 
HUFFMAN 
HULL 
HULL 
LSMiTH 
GBROWN 
GBROWN 
HUFFMAN 
HUFFMAN 
HUFFMAN 
John T. Mitcheil 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitcheli 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitcheil 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
Date: 1/31/2008 First ~cial District Court - Kootenai County 
Time: 10:lO AM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 4 Case: CV-2006-0004679 Current Judge: John T Mitchell 
W~lrna Clatre Justad vs. Ronald Ward 
User: PARKER 
Wilma Claire Justad vs. Ronald Ward 
Date Code User Judge 
MlSC GBROWN MiscellaneouslPlaintiff's Proposed Findings of John T. Mitchell 
Fact and Conclusions of Law 
Plaintiffs Brief John T. Mitchell 
Defendant's proposed findings of fact & John T. Mitchell 
conclusions of law 
Defendant'sTrial Brief John T. Mitchell 
Hearing result for Court Trial Scheduled held on John T. Mitchell 
10/15/2007 09:OO AM: Court Trial Started 1 Day 
- PRIORTY SETTING - Per Bill Appleton 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Amend John T. Mitchell 
11/15/2007 04:OO PM) Findings of Fact - 
Appleton 112 hr 
Defendant's Motion to Amend Findings of Fact John T. Mitchell 
Notice Of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
Hearing result for Motion to Amend held on John T. Mitchell 
11/15/2007 04:OO PM: Motion Granted Findings 
of Fact - Appleton 112 hr 
Stipulated Findings of Fact John T. Mitchell 
Civil Disposition entered for: Ward, Ronald, John T. Mitchell 
Defendant; Justad, Wilma Claire. Plaintiff. 
order date: 11/16/2007 
Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered John T. Mitchell 
Case status changed: Closed John T. Mitchell 
Appeal Filed in District Court - Bill Appieton 0 5 0  John T. Mitchell 
Ronald Ward 
Case status changed: Reopened John T. Mitchell 
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court John T. Mitchell 
($86.00 Directly to Supreme Court Plus this 
amount to the District Court) Paid by: William 
Appleton Receipt number: 0771482 Dated: 
11/23/2007 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: 
[NONE] 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 771483 Dated John T. Mitchell 
11/23/2007 for 100.00) 
Memorandum of Fees and Costs John T. Mitchell 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 771485 Dated John T. Mitchell 
11/23/2007 for 450.00) 
Mailed Clerk's Certificate of Appeal to Supreme John T. Mitchell 
Court 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/17/2007 04:OO John T. Mitchell 
PM) Deft's Obj to Costs & Fees - Appleton 
Notice Of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
Defendant's Objection to memorandum of fees & John T. Mitchell 
costs 
GBROWN 
LSMITH 
PBRF 
MlSC 
DBRF 
CTST 
LSMITH 
CLAUSEN 
HRSC CLAUSEN 
MOTN 
NOHG 
GRNT 
BOWLES 
BOWLES 
CLAUSEN 
STlP 
CVDl 
CLAUSEN 
LSMITH 
FJDE 
STAT 
APDC 
LSMITH 
LSMITH 
MCCOY 
STAT MCCOY 
MCCOY 
BNDC MCCOY 
MEMO 
BNDC 
HUFFMAN 
MCCOY 
NOTE MCCOY 
CLAUSEN HRSC 
NOHG 
OBJT 
LSMITH 
LSMITH 
Date: 1/31/2008 
Time: 10:lOAM 
Page 4 of 4 
First )cia1 District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2006-0004679 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Wilma Claire Justad vs. Ronald Ward 
User: PARKER 
Wilma Claire Justad vs. Ronald Ward 
Date Code User Judge 
12/5/2007 BNDV 
BNDV 
BNDC 
MlSC 
NOTC 
12/17/2007 HRHD 
111 112008 ORDR 
STAT 
1/25/2008 BNDV 
BNDV 
RECR 
RECR 
1/29/2008 
JANUSCH 
JANUSCH 
LSMITH 
LSMITH 
SHEDLOCK 
CLAUSEN 
CLAUSEN 
CLAUSEN 
PARKER 
PARKER 
PARKER 
PARKER 
MCCOY 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 9497554 John T. Mitchell 
dated 12/5/2007 amount 445.25) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 9497555 John T. Mitchell 
dated 12/5/2007 amount 4.75) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 773337 Dated John T. Mitchell 
12/5/2007 for 100.00) 
Request for additional record John T. Mitchell 
Notice of Transcript Lodged John T. Mitchell 
Hearing result for Motion held on 12/17/2007 John T. Mitchell 
04:OO PM: Hearing Held Deft's Obj to Costs & 
Fees - Appleton 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Plaintiffs John T. Mitchell 
Memorandum of Fees and Costs, and 
Defendant's Objection to Memorandum of Fees 
and Costs 
Case status changed: closed pending clerk John T. Mitchell 
action 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 9497973 John T. Mitchell 
dated 1/25/2008 amount 100.00) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 9497974 John T. Mitchell 
dated 1/25/2008 amount 100.00) 
Receipt Of Clerk's Record & Reporter's John T. Mitchell 
Trans.NVilliam Appleton 
Receipt Of Clerk's Record & Reporter's John T. Mitchell 
Trans./Peter J Smith IV 
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court John T. Mitchell 
($86.00 Directly to Supreme Court Plus this 
amount to the District Court) Paid by: Lukins & 
Annis Receipt number: 07801 15 Dated: 
1/29/2008 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: [NONE] 
BNDC MCCOY Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 7801 16 Dated John T. Mitchell 
1/29/2008 for 50.00) 
NOTC MCCOY Notice of Appeal - Peter Smith OBO Wilma Claire John T. Mitchell 
Justad 
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PETER J. SMITH IV 
ISB #6997 
PAUL R. HARRINGTON 
ISB #7482 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
Ste 102 
250 Northwest Blvd 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2971 
Telephone: (208) 667-0517 
Facsimile No.: (208) 664-4125 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
WILMA CLAIRE JUSTAD 
v. I MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
RONALD WARD, Personal Representative of 
the Phyllis Gasser Estate, 
WILMA CLAIRE JUSTAD, 
Plaintiff, 
Plaintiff WILMA CLAIRE JUSTAD moves pursuant to Idaho Code 5 12-120 and Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 54(e)(l) for an award of attorneys' fees and costs on the ground that 
Plaintiff is the prevailing party in this action. In particular, Plaintiff moves pursuant to Idaho 
Code 5 12-120(3), which compels an award attorney fees to the prevailing party in any civil 
action to recover on a commercial transaction. Commercial transaction has been defined as "all 
transactions except transactions for personal or household purposes." I.C. 5 12-120(3). The test 
for application of this statutory directive is whether the commercial transaction comprises the 
gravamen of the lawsuit, that is, whether the commercial transaction is integral to the claim and 
constitutes the basis upon which the party is attempting to recover. Brower v. E.1 DuPont De 
NO. 06-4679 
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS - 1 - 
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2 
Nernours and Co., 117 Idaho 780, 784, 792 P.2d 345, 349 (1990). A district court's decision to 
grant or deny a parties' request for an award of attorney fees under Idaho Code 5 12-120(3) will 
not be overturned on appeal short of a showing that the district court abused its discretion. P.O. 
Ventures, Inc. v. The Loucks Family Irrevocable Trust, 144 Idaho 233, 239, 159 P.3d 870, 876 
(2007). 
In this case, Plaintiff's decision to exercise the option was not made for "personal or 
household purposes," but rather for commercial purposes. Plaintiff did not exercise the option 
with the intent of making the real property described therein her residence, as Plaintiff resides in 
Boise, Idaho. Rather, Plaintiffs decision to exercise the option was made for investment 
purposes. The Idaho Supreme Court has recently indicated that where a transaction involving a 
piece of real property is undertaken for "investment purposes," such a transaction is a 
commercial transaction for the purposes of Idaho Code 5 12-120(3). Cannon v.  per^, 2007 W L  
3036816 *4. Furthermore, the Idaho Supreme Court has held that where a case "involves a 
contract for the sale of property meant for resale," the contract is commercial in nature, and an 
award of attorney fees is proper under Idaho Code 5 12-120(3). Meikle v. Watson, 138 Idaho 
680, 684,69 P.3d 100, 104 (2003). As the prevailing party in a commercial transaction, Plaintiff 
is entitled to attorney fees under Idaho Code 5 12-120(3), together with her costs. 
In the alternative, Plaintiff moves for attorney fees and costs pursuant to Idaho Code 5 
12-120(1) on the grounds that Plaintiff is the prevailing party in an action where the amount 
plead is less than $25,000. In this case, Plaintiffs claim of specific performance was in equity, 
and thus no monetary amount of damages was pled. 
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS 
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Last, Plaintiff moves for attorneys' fees and costs pursuant to the terms of the option 
contract. While the option contract itself is silent as to attorney fees, the contract of sale between 
Plaintiff and the Gassers provided for attorney fees as follows: 
ATTORNEY'S FEES: Should it become necessary for either party to commence 
legal action to enforce the terms of this contract, the prevailing party shall be 
entitled to recover in addition to all other rights hereunder, reasonable attorney's 
fees, including court costs. 
Plaintiffs Exhibit 2, p. 3. Plaintiff would respectfully request that the Court imply the terms of 
this provision into the Option contract pursuant to Star Phoenix Mining Co. v. Hecla Mining Co., 
as it did for several other provisions of the contract of sale, and award Plaintiff attorneys' fees 
and costs as the prevailing party. 
In support of this Motion, the undersigned states pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 54(e)(3): 
(A) The Time And Labor Required. Time was spent preparing the Complaint against 
Defendant. A substantial amount of time was spent investigating and defending against 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. Time was spent responding to Defendant's 
requests for admission and interrogatories, and time was spent preparing Plaintiffs requests for 
admissions, requests for production of documents and interrogatories. A substantial amount of 
time was spent preparing for trial, including: (1) preparing PlaintifPs Trial Brief, (2) preparing 
exhibits and corresponding with witnesses for Trial, and (3) preparing for oral argument at Trial. 
(B) The Novelty And Difficultv Of The Ouestions. The ultimate question presented in 
this case of whether the option should be specifically enforced required extensive research of the 
following legal issues: (1) to whom notice of an option should be given following the death of 
the optionors where there option is silent with respect to such term; and (2) whether adequate 
notice or intent to exercise was given in this case. While neither issue was particularity complex, 
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS - 3 -  
one of the issues - the question of to whom notice should be given - was unsettled in Idaho, 
requiring legal research of other jurisdictions which have addressed the issue. The novelty and 
difficulty of the questions involved extensive legal and factual research of to whom an optionee 
should notify of her intent to exercise when the optionors have died and the contract is silent. 
Each of these legal and factual investigations required a significant amount of time and effort. 
(C) The Skill Requisite To Perfom The Legal Service Prouerlv And The Experience And 
Abilitv Of The Attorney In The Particular Field Of Law. The undersigned lawyer is licensed to 
practice law in Idaho, and has over three years of experience as an attorney. A majority of his 
experience is in the area of civil litigation, particularly commercial, construction, and real estate 
litigation. 
(D) The Prevailing! Charges For Like Work. The undersigned seeks an award of fees at 
the rate of $155/hour for Peter J. Smith IV from October 1, 2006 to October I ,  2007; $170ihour 
for Peter J. Smith IV from October 1, 2007 to today; $135/hour for Paul R. Harrington; 
$165/hour for Michael G. Schmidt; and $80/hour for Brain R. Langford, which are reasonable 
for their experience and market rates. 
fE) Whether The Fee Is Fixed Or Contingent. The fee in this case was fixed. 
(F) The Time Limitations Imposed By The Client Or The Circumstances Of The Case. 
There were no time limitations imposed by the client. 
(G) The Amount Involved And The Results Obtained. Plaintiffs request for specific 
performance of the option was granted following a bench trial. This case was in equity and, as a 
result, there were no monetary damages awarded. 
(H) The Undesirability Of The Case. This was not an undesirable case. 
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS 
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/I) The Nature And Lenzth Of The Professional Relationship With The Client. This firm 
has not worked with or represented the Plaintiff, WILMA CLAIRE JUSTAD, prior to this case. 
This firm's representation of the Plaintiff began in April 2006. 
{J) Awards In Similar Cases. Unknown. 
fK) The Reasonable Cost Of Automated Leeal Research fcomputer Assisted Legal 
Research), If The Court Finds It Was Reasonably Necessarv In Preparing A Party's Case. 
Computer assisted legal research was used in this case, but was not charged to the client on a 
per-search or timed basis. 
[L) Any Other Factor Which The Court Deems Appropriate In The Particular Case. 
All material and relevant factors have been discussed above. 
DATED this day of embw ,2007. 
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S. 
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
Peter J. Smith IV, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
That I am the attorney for the Plaintiff in the above-entitled action, and as such I am 
informed relative to the costs and disbursements in this matter. To the best of my knowledge and 
belief, the items set forth are true and correct and necessarily incurred and the costs claimed are 
in compliance with Rule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure: 
Filing Fees (Exhibit "1") $82.00 
Deposition Fees (Exhibit "1") $133.24 
Certified Copy Fees (Exhibit "1") $8.00 
Travel Expenses of Witnesses (Exhibit "2") $137.84 
Itemized Attorney's Fees (Exhibit "3") $25.551.00 
TOTAL CHARGES: $25,912.08 
DATED this ZPf day of 
- 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWO&to before me of ,2007. 
Notary Public 
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the &$day of / V o w &  ,2007, I caused to be 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to 
all counsel of record as follows: 
William Appleton 
Attorney at Law 
924 Sherman Ave 
Coeur d'Alene, lD 83814 
@ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Telecopy (FAX) 
& PETE . SMITH IV 
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS 
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Billed and Unbilled Recap Of Cost Detail - [02F 10001 - Estate of Phyllis Gasser - Option to F be Real] 
Client:025389 -Wilma Claire Justad 1111'. . '9~. . ~:27:18 AM 
Page 1 
....... '-C'?":,i, . . . . . . . .  :'-, -.i7'.I...~.F....l.:.. .,; 
~ ~ ~ o ~ i ~ r i ~ t i o " ~ ~ . , . > ~ < : c : < ~ ~ , ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ : . i ~ < ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
.:; ................ <#:!.:<&.! .>-..: .;: .,:;.:: :. 
0411412006 369 Petei J. Smith IV 
?- -. - - -- -- 
0511512006 lnvotce=241479 1 . .-d-.-1-- 1.00: 10.02! 10.02. -. . 
' 
ITC 1 0412512006 823 Linda Warnock l .OO! 0.0s' 0.09iLong Distance Charger - -- 1082990 -. . - 
0.00' : ; 05/15/2006 Invoice= 8 0.00: 0.00; 
A .. . . .  
iTC , 1.00 1.71, 
-. 
3 05is12 F.....--..---...-" --- 
81 1 Klis M. Scan 1 - 1.71;iong Distance Charges lo8591e j 1.00: 1.71:. 1.71. 
-- 
--I 
0610612006 369 Peter J. Smith IV 'TC 1.00' 1.741 174iLong Distance Charger 
--- 
1 0 8 d  
' 0711812006 lnvoice=243595 i . _- ... .- -- - .. -I.-- 100 1.74. 1.74' &.-- 
iTC 1 100 3.90: - 
-. 
3.90iLong Distance Charges 
lnvoicei243695 l.0Oi 3.90: 3.90: 
,. ... -- . - .. .- - --- .- 
.- . .. -- -. -- - -. ................ . 
1 0611512006 122 Edward F. Wroe ;PH 5.00 0.10 O m - - - -  .-..-.p- 1090362 
..-. . . .  ....... 
! 0711812006 lnvoice=2436$5 5.00 0.10: 1 0.50 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-1  ;.b-6isidos .... -- 
122 Edward F. Wme FF 1.00i 82.00 / . . .  - .. -..-.. _. -- - - -- -.- - 82.OO!Filing Fee - Vendor: Kaoteoai County Clerk ... 109wZr- 
0711812006 lnvoice=2436$5 1 0 0  62.00' , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . - ... . .. - - , -=:I4 82.00; - 
Vouche~87047 Pacd . , IVendo~Kootenai Counly Clerk Balance= .00 Amount; 82.00 ,_-__ 
.............._ ..___i..I__ --.- 
Paid: 102140 0611612006 1. ... 7----- -7 - .- - -  - 1 5 
- $ - - ~ F - P G G % F  .... -- TC 1.00, 3.93: 3.93jLong Distance Charges 
I 0711812006 , ilnvoice=243695 1.0% 3.93: 3.93i -7 
, ! .- -i 
,PH ! 36.001 0.10! 3.60/Phatocopies : 1091098 i 
lnvolce=243695 / 36.001 0.101 3.601 -- 
I i I 
I TC 1.00! 2.10 1 1093196 
I 1.00) 2.101 2.10/ 
-- 
I 
I I 1 
1093197 /TC , l.0Oi 1.801 1.8D!Lmg Distance Charges 
I :lnvoice=243695 
: 8 1. ! 
06/29/2006 122 Edward F. Wroe 'TA i 1.001 ' 32.501 32.50i~ransdpt- Vendor: Clerk of District Court , 1092048 ( ' d- 32.50 0711812006 lnuoice=243695 1 1.00 32.50! i 
.......... 
, 
I iVendo~Clerk of District court Balance. .OO Amount= 32.50 1 Voushe~87363 Paid 
,.. ................. I 
-- 
I i~a id :  102149 0612912006 
- 
l.OO/Pholocopies 
1 to.ooi 0.10: 1.00i 
' 1096055 
lin~dce=244S99 ! 
1 i 
-?pH j 53.001 0.10i 5 . 3 0 ~ ~ h o l 0 ~ o p ~ ~  1096135 
53.00~ 0.10: 5.301 
... i 
!  I I ! 
.TC 1.00, 1.231 1.23/~ong Distance Charges 4 ! 1100896 
1 l o o !  1.23: 1.23; 
! I----------. I 
k 0 ~ ~ 2 ~ 6  ' 369 . ~ e l ~ ~  J. Smith IV 
+ .- 
:TC 1.001 6.061 606i~ong Distance Cherges - 
I 
- , 106 
:lnvoice=247463 1.00/ 6.061 0911 112006 .. -- C06' I I +-., 
/ 'b~ l712006 359 ,Pe te r  J. Smith IV -_ C 0.161 0.18iLong Distance Charges ---- 1100898 
.- 
I 1.001 0.161 0.181 
i I 
;~c-ong Distence Charges : 1100899 
-- 
lnvdce=247463 i 1.00, 14.49! 14.491 . 
I 
--- 
I 
I 
I 
iTC 1.00l 0.181 0.18jLang Distance Charges 
-_.-: i 1.0Oi O.l6! 0.16: - ~ ..... 
I 
i 
... --- .. .-. ... -- 
108122/2006 --,?"-;Kdwafd F. Wroe IPH : 4500 0.10: 460:Photocopies - -- : 1102360 ...... i 
0911 112006 lnvoice=247463 : 48.00: 0.101 4.601 
._ -. ........... i 
I I 
: f 
0910512006 389 :Pster J. Smilh IV 
-. - -- -- 
, 1011212006 !lnvoice=248429 
. . 
122 'Edward F. Wioe 
lnvoice=248429 
i&>Ti ~Edward F. Wroe 
Bilied and Unbilled Recap Of Cost Detail - [02C )0001 -Estate of Phyllis Gasser - Option to F e Real] 
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.. . .  - ... , ..-. , . - . .- .. - . -- - -. ., 
Dale initials Namsllnvolce Number Code Quanllly Rate Amount Description Cost Index 
/---' 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. .. .. 
---+ - - ' .I 
0911212008 122 !Edward F . E  PH 34.00 010. 3.40 Photocopies _ ! . 1104504 , _  1 1011212006 lnvoice=24MS9 34.002 010  
-- 3.40 -i 
-- - 
122 Edward F. Wloe :PH 20.00; 010 0?!'=20! 2.00tPhotocopies - -- - 1106012 ! ....... 
lnvoice=248429_ 20.00 0.10 2.00; 
-- -7-
. -- -- 
!ho117,zoofi 369 ' ~ e i e r  J. Smith !v _- :Tc ; 1.001 1.26: 1,26iLon<~istance Charges 1109563 i 
1.00: 1.261 1.26 - 
- 
1011712006 369 Peter J. Smith IV 
.- 
TC 1.00; 0.81 0.81 iLang Distance Chatges 
1111412006 invaice=249677 
-- . . - -- - - .-
1 . 0  0.81 
-- 0.81 
- .. 
1211412006 =Edward F. Wroe PH 192,001 0.10) 1 9 . 2 O P h o t o c o p i e s -  1 1 2 b ~ ~ - "  
0111712007 lnvoice=252104 192.00i 0.10: 19.20 
-- -- . 
i 
-- 
! 
1211912006 122 ;Edward F. wroe 
.- . -. . 
:PH j 15.001 0.10! 1.50lPh0towpies -- , 1120590 
0111712007 1nvoice=252104 , : 15.00i 0.10; I 
..... , ........-.... I--/ 1.50 
- . - . -- --  .- .. 
i 
0110512007 !22 '~dward F. wroe ,PP 1.001 _ 3.27'. ~.27iPos1age : 1121772 
.- 
0211212007 invoice=253207 1.00/ 3.271 3.27' 
! 
i 3 i i i z o o 7  369 ,peter J. Smith IV iTC 1.001 16.05j 16.05iLong Distance Charges 
:1nvoice=253207 ' l.OO! 16.05' 1605j 
I - i ! 
0.93iLong Distance Charges 1 1124022 
0.93: 
.. ......... 
i i ! I -- I 01/25/2007 122 '~dward F.%ee_ D P  . 1.00 133.24. 133.24iDep05ilion ofwiima Ciaire Justad -Vendor: M & ! 1123646 
!tnvoice=253207 : 1,001 133.24; 133.24iM CauR Reporting service, Inc. 
.Voucher-91492 Paid  vendor=^ ?, M CouR Reporting Service, inc. Balance= .OO / _ _ _ _ _  __- -- 
I :Amount;. 133.24 I--  
I 1 
.- - 
i 
f 02109/2007~ 369 iPelet J.Smith iV 
1 
/TC i 1.001 0.93; 0.93!Long Distance Chaiges 1 1726534 
~ 0 8 1 2 0 0 7  i~nvoice-253804 .- ' 1.001 0.93: 0.93: 
1- I -- 
m 0 7  811 'Kns M. Scot 1136889 
ilnvoice=269075 : 1.00' 1.41; 1.41' 
-- - . 
iPH . 32.001 0.10i 3.2O'Phoiowpies 
.. 
lnvoiCe~257700 : 32.001 0.10/ 3.20 .- ! 
-  
-. . - . -.. I - 
/ E i l ? % 0 7  138 R .  way"- IPH 23.00' 0.loi 2.3OlPhotocopies -- 1137453 
-- 
p ~ T 3 i > E 7  invoice=257700 23.001 0.10: 2.30. - - - 
--.---- 
! 
3 %  .Pete$ J. Smith lV ;TC ' 7.00: 2.19; 2.19'Long Distance Charges 1137643 ! 
invoice=257700 1.00: 2.19' 2.19' 
,- 
- 
08: 1.00 0.811 0.81 / K g  Distance charge; 1139081 J 
0812812007 ' -- 
-- 
!lnvoicei;259075 ,' ~ .OD!  081i 0.81! 
1 
--A 
r0711~2007 ' 138 iR. WayneSweney -PH 25.00i 0.10i 2,SO/Photocopies 1 1139750 
0812812007 j l nvo iwr~s~075  / 25.001 0.101 2.50! 
, 
1-0910412007 380 /Paul R. Harrington 
I 
I--_.__-__._ 'TC , 1.00; 4.291 4.29!Long DislanceChsrges 
. 1012212007 
,. 
!lnvoice=260667 -- , i 1.OOi 4.291 
-
4.29, 
... ... - 
. 
0911912007 380 /Paul R. Harrington 
.- ,- 
0.45 Long Distance Charges 1145486 
- .- 
1012212007 :Invoice-260687- 1.00 0.45: 
--- 0.45 -pi.-- -- I ---I 
0912412007 380 jPaui R. Harrington 
-- 
iTC 1.00: 0.46; 0.48'Long Distance Charges 
-. 
1 1146168 
1012212007 lnvoice=260687 
- : - - ----- I ; l.oo. 0.481 0.48, , i 
Billed and Unbilled Recap Of Cost Detail - 1025 DO01 - Estate of Phyllis Gasser - Option to F ;e Real] 
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/.I_.___^ 
1 0912412007 380 :Paul R. Haiilnglon TC '__ 1.00. 1.05! 1.05:~ong -. Distance Charges 1146170 
...... - -- -- 
lnvorce=260687 1.001 1.05i I.05 L . -  . 
-. -- . - - ... -- 
'TC 0912712007 380 !Paul R. Haicington 1.00. 1.05. -. .. -- 135 Long Distance Charges 1146171 : 
i ~ 6 Z 2 W  ilnvoice=260687 i 1.OOi 1.05, 1.05' +-- -" - 
. . - . . . - . - .  .. .... .... ....... - -. .- - .. .- - - - - 
$ 0  12 200j-  ,-_1?8 R Walne Snece, - . !? ... 103 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6 00 6 LO -- Cenjfea ~ o i ; x n c o r  nocrena. c x n r y  ............ C erx 
.............. '146522 
. . . - 
- 
. . .  
- 
vo~c i iK&290  Pa d ~enao-~ootena. coknry c~eiTZararcrr  co ..... Amo~nt= 6 00 ............. 
. . . . . . . . .  .... 
. . -  ............ . -. - . - ......... -- -- - . - . .  - . - -. , 
Prln 1470 lo  37 7CO' 
I 
1011212007 138 R. Wayne Sweney $CC ! 1.001 2.00' 2.00'certiiied Copy. Vendor: Kootenai County 1146523 s:- . 
.. 
!Recorder 
-- ............. 
-. 
V o u c h e ~ 9 ~ ~ ~ ~ K  :-.-I I-.- .'Vendor-Koolemai Counh/ Recardec Balance= .W AmOunl= ZOO _ ...I . 
Paid: 102349 1011212007 I .  - -  ------ - - ".  I
-- 
1011UZ007 138 iR. Wayne Swney .CC i 1.001 -6.00. 4.00Reversal from Void Check Number: 102350 1 1 4 6 4  
-A VoucheiID: 95290 - t--.-+ ! ! !Vendor: Kootenai County Clerk 
! 
iVo~chel=95558 P8id : I ;Veodor=KooIensi Couory Clerk Balance= .OO Amount=-6.00 
- - - - -.i_---i-------- 
- 
:Paid: 3470 1 0 1 3 1 1 2 0 0 ~  
-.-- i 
I __i -- 
riZi2~12007 138 3. wayne ~weney icc , 1.00! 1.00; l.OO!Certi(ied Copy - Vendor: Petty Cash- ! 1146638 
'1 i----- Voucher-95457Paid lVendo~Petty cash Balance= .OO Amount= 121.65 -- I /._ ... i"^iA. "EnnCn .n,lr,mn-, 
... 
~ i%12007 138 R. wt?ne   we nay !MI ' 1.001 97.75' 97.751Misceilaneous (inteiest earned) - Vendor: i 1 1 4 6 8 1  
iwililam Appleton Trust Account 
-. 
Voucher-95775 Paid I iVendor=Wiliiarn Appletoo Trust Accounl Balance= 0 0  Amount= 
1 !Q? 7s  
- - . - 
, 
I ! 
-. 
i 
'UNBILLED TOTALS: WORK 1- ! 100.75!5  record^ 1 . . . .  -. . _- - 
UNBILLEDTOTALS: BILL: ! ! 
... I i L- - . ; I I ! I 
400.04/50 r e c o r d 7  
! 399.951 
-- 
/BILLED TOTALS: BILL: ! ! ! 
I I I ! ! .-____I 
iGRAN0 TOTAL: WORK: 1 500.79155 records 
1GRAND.TOTAL: BILL: ! I 1 500.70. 
-- 
Driving Directions from 3210 C lent Rim Dr, Boise, ID to 324 W Gar Lve, Coeur ... Page 1 of 3 
Start: 3210 Crescent Rim Dr 
Boise, I D  83706-2717, US 
End: 324 W Garden Ave 
Coeur D Alene, I D  83814-2100, 
US 
Only text visible within note field will print. 7 
Directions Distance 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  
Total Est. Time: 7 hours, 13 minutes ., , ,, ,  Total Est. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
1: Start out going SOUTHEAST on W CRESCENT RIM DR toward W 
KIPLING RD. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2: Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto S CAPITOL BLVD. 
...................... .......................................................... 
(j?) 3: S CAPITOL BLVD becomes S VISTA AVE. 
0.5 miles 
c0.1 miles 
5: Merge onto 1-82 W via EXIT 179 toward UMATILLA / KENNEWICK 30.4 miles @ (Crossing into WASHINGTON). 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  a ............................ .- - ". ........ ."-. ................................ . . .  
6: Merge onto US-395 N via EXIT 113 toward 1-182 / KENNEWICK / @ M C O . , ,  5.4 miles 
, . , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
7:  Merge onto US-395 N via the exit on the LEFT toward SPOKANE. 2.0 miles 
. . . . . . . . .  ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
8: Merge onto 1-182 E / US-12 E / US-395 N toward SPOKANE / WALLA @ WALLA. 1.8 miles 
. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
9: Take the US- rd  SPOKANE / 0.1 miles 
FINLEY. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  , . , . .  . . . . . .  
~3 10: Merge onto US-395 N via EXIT 148 on the LEFT toward SPOKANE. 133.9 miles 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  
29.7 miles 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  ." . . . .  . . . .  (i;) 13: Turn SLIGHT RIGHT onto NORTHWEST BLVD / 1-90 BR. 1.7 miles 
Driving Directions from 3210 ( ;ent Rim Dr, Boise, ID to 324 W Gal )ve, Coeur ... Page 2 of 3 
14: Turn LEFT onto W GARDEN AVE. <0.1 miles 
. . . , . , . . . , . . . . - 
15: End at 324 W Garden Ave 
Coeur D Alene, I D  83814-2100, US 
. .  . . ., . ., . , ., . . . .  . . . , . . . , , . . . 
Total Est. Time: 7 hours, 13 minutes. Total Est. Distance: 459.45 miles 
Billed and Unbilled Recap Of Time Detail - [02' ,3001 - Estate of Phyliis Gasser - Option to .e Reaij 
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.- ... .. . - .  - - -  . , r--- I --.--*---- -.C7-.,7.-, -.-<.- ?.-. - , - . -- . \ r : r .7773.  
. ~ ,  , , . 1.8 . '. : :': , . . .  I- 
' 
. 
. . . - . . .  .I:. . . . . .  j .~T,:::e~~~iGj";m""Ij :!:ysx . . . .  . .  ..... . Namellnvolce ~ u m l w r  8 -.Hours , Antounti  ,; , .+ i: ;.:?Descrl~Uon ,:. ,:.. 
........... .. 
. .  .....A f... . . . .  : :.. ,:,I :;.:* .- r .2.. .,: 22.v::- .-.:. % -2  ..!L..* 
us 14 2006 363 Peter. Sm.tn i \  224 03 inlra-oKce ~onlrrence A,!" Xils Scott ......... .... 1161635 ... . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  . - .-.' 60 - - -.-. -. --  025389??c01 - - 
15, 15 2006 1n.oce=2414‘9 1 60 224 C7 rcgazong opt on comact t p n o ~ o n t ~ ~ ~ c q  - ---. ~ -- - , 
- 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
-- .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. 
6.1" C.a re ~ d s l ~ ~ - n n ! ~ ~ t . o n ~  ega -- . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  
. . -. - . - -. 
as~.~ lan l  regaro.ng lecaiaed obton conIrast. . . . . . .  . 
..-..... .. 
....... ........ . . . . . .  - -- ...-. .- -- - -  .... 
-. .- - - 
.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .. . . . . - . . . . . -  
. - ..... 
atan ener lo C a fe . ~ n a u  t 6, 
.- . 
._  _ . -  
..... 
. ' -.-i -. .- -- 
........... 
0412112006. . 369 ;Peter J. Smilh IV ; 0.20r 26.OOiTelephone mnfeience with ciare c us tad (0.2). 
. - -. . - . -. - --. - 
0511512006 , 
- 
jlovoice=241479 , ! 0.201 28.001 -. 
04/25/2006 369 IPstei J. S m i l h x  
-p
.lnvoice=241479 0511512006 
---- 
0412712008 369 :Peter J. Smith IV o a ,  28.00/~sle~hone conference with Koolenei Title- 
- - -. .- - --. - .. - . ...... 
lnvoice=241479 0.20: 28.00/tegarding tifie repoe (0.2). 051l5~00s ... . - - . - - - 
~ 
, ....... . ............ 
0511012006 369 Peter J. Smllh IV 2.30: 322001FoiIo~ up with ~ z n a i  Tilie regarding -. 1168164 
,- ........... Ip-I.-.. _._- ___--- 
2.30 322.OO!documents (0.21; review Deeds and documents i?- lnvaice=242520 
, _ 
0611312006 
.................. 
:ale from title compeny (2.1). 
0513012006 369 !Pete: J. Smith lV 0,501 70.0@R~view preliminafy title repoit: drat letter !025389-00001 .m 
0611312006 
-- - 
,invoice=242520 
-.- 
0.50: 7o.oOIto Claire Jusiad (0.5). 
c610a1200r 369-. - .- 
.. .- ...... .. . - .-......... - - -  .. 
. - 
Peter. Sm~lh IV 1 t 7 5 s E - -  j 0 35 J9 00 Re,,m x.e ze c p ~ r e  ~ ~ n f e r ? ~ ~  nhn&a rp , _- -- _- 02538900C01---- .- -- , o.7 i8 io6.. .- .. -- .. - - ..-... -- 
..-..-.-. ---.- ... . tnuo~ce=243595 49 oc i>rtao dictate ener l o t %  ro J"SI?G 35. - -- ,. .-., 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  03?-.. ..- ..... -. 
-. . . --- --- 
0611212066 369 ,Peter J. Smith IV 0.g$ 126,ooj~elephone conference with ~ ~ s i r e  Jusiad: legal iO25389-00001 1176405 -. 
.
0711812006 ,lnvoice=243695 0.90; 126.00itesearch. 
, -- -. - - 
i 0811312008 369 Peter J. Smith IV 0.50; 70.00tLsgal research regarding filing claim against io2538-3-00001 11 176681 
/~07118/2008 .tnvoics=243695 050! 70.00iesta1e: personal representalive appoinment 
!procedure (0.5). 
;:  ravel to Courthouse; instructions 1% 
(legal asslslirnt: ieiepnone conference with 
I.l; #claii?~ustad: lelsphone call to Jodie Justad - -  
~,- -~ I 
-. .- 
06~3.2006- 369 Peter J Sm In / 0 25 35 00 0.clale 11 ni,r<i"-"z. . . - . .  . . . .-- 
,",.-,--Z ?"?ZO* 
nner to Claire Justad regarding 
 
-- 
i 0.251 35.00/se~ice of complaint 10.251. , -. . - .- 
-- -- 
e with Claire Justad; 1025389-00001 
e conference with Jadie Justad-Hood: 
- -  
~w -A_-- 
, ! Iprepare Amended Complaint (1.0). I I 
1.10 165.00 Telephone conference with Ch<ffi Cempbeil. Carit '1181280 j025389.00001 
1.10 165.00 Tranrc"ptionist: research Local Rules 1 
-7- 
- Court; piepare Molion for Transcript, Order and 
cover iener with indwdions: oKice 
.-. 
..... , ...... , ........ -- ... 
....... -.....- / . , ......................... 
.......... 
Rie: begin draning 
_. -_ - - 
- . .- .- 
.......................... .. 
588 Brian R. Langford ii";";";T drafting Watog&rles, iequBS15 for io2!iE!:EE 
..................... 
. 
1.75 140.00 sdmisson, and requests for production. -- 
. . . . . . . .  .............. - --- 
I ! 
.-....... -. .. 
0711812006 369 ;Peter J. Smith IV 
-. 
0.24 3500/Telephone conference with Claire Justad (0.251.,,, 
..... ...-...-... 
08117/2006 I -.- 5nZ~e>a-. 1 0.251 35.001 - 
......... 
I 
... 
0.85 81.00 Review Transcript Com April 2006 hearing- ____.L___ --025389-00001 
0.65 91.00 (0.4): draft letter ta Christine Campbell ,. .... - . 
.- 
regarding error in transcriptlan 
EXHIBIT 
Review l e n e i f ~ i a m ~ b e i l  
lnv1)ice=244999 
-- -- -- - - 
. - ........ C.....~~P<.$.. 8,.  '1 190397 
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--,- r.--:.-- -m-7-y1'----71-r-r r.--l--*--~-- - --- 
. , 
, , .,. r---j- . . . . . . .  - . ' : .. : . . :, , ' :~essri~~o? ., . -  . I , Date IniUaia , Name I lnvolce Number Hours, Amount' 
'./ ..: Index . - .  . . . . . . .  
.. 
. .  . 2 :.:.: . ._-. :..<. .... .-.. ... -2 L  ., 2- ... . .. 
03, 1 t120C6 lmo~r=247463 . ..... ....... ..... 
-. 
0 25 
....... -. ...... - 
35 00 fegarairg Motson !or S.mnaq JJagment .025!-. 
.. 
- - , - . - - - . - . . - . . - - - - - 
. .. ........ o8 IT 2.0 .ii.. .. - . - . - . . - . ..T - - ... - -- - -  _- I 
3GS Pererr Smrh i, 
-. , -- - 
025389-OOCO' 1193518 3 60 504 00 Lrga researcn canlrnueo nor* on Mem3ranOum n 
_ _ - _  , -. . - - . - . - . -. . - .  --. - . -- ... . . .  . . . .-
09111 20CE 1n,oce=247463 3 60 504 00 Oppor Lon to Ron Naros Mallon lor S b m m a ~  -~ . .  .............. ...... 
. . . . . . .  .. - .- -. - .... 
.... 
. - . -. -. 
L -- - .......... ... 
,aHidavitof Jodie Justad. 1 ... ....-. -- -. 
. ... 08i22C06.-.. . .  . . .  - - - - -  - - . - - 
569 Peter J Sfnllh I J 3 80 532 00 Canl ndea holk on Memcranovm ~n Oppo~.!~!o - _  --- 0 2 5 3 8 S - O O ? o l _  -. -- 1193821 
.... .- ... .- .- - .- --.. 
lnvoicc=247463 532 c0'0eienaants idol on far summay Jddgmemlie __-_ - ____ -_  - 091114200G . _ . -? 8q_. . - . -_ -- I.. ~.~ ."
t 
-- - - - - - -. .......- -. - . -- . . . .. .... . ... ..... . ... ..-....---... 
o E i z o o ~ -  369 Peter. smdh IV z 60 364 00 Prepare 10, neaf ng anon0 near.ng. te2nonr 025389-00091 11981LG 
_ -  __--- - -- .. .- ..... - . -- 
101t22005 .nuarce=248429 2 60 364 00 conlerence nith Clam Jvstau legarolng near ng 
. .. -. _ - .- -- _ - .  -. . 
. ~ 
- 0910612006 i 369. :Peter J. Smith iV 1.50! 210,00/Prepare Motion to Amend Complaint; prepere ~025359.00001 ill98328 
1011212006 tnvoice=248429 i 1.5oi 2lO.OOistipuiatitin: draltieller to William Appleton ! 
!regarding amended complaint: piewre Order; 
iprepare AHidavn of Peter J. Smith in Suppolt 
inf Motinn to Amend Complaint. 
-. . -. .- . ,- -. - - ._ .- - .. . .  - . . .  _ .. 
i9110.2006 -- _-?69 Peter J sm:h I I t 25 175 co Leya rerearcn - legard -. ng lo ~25389-0000'. - whom nor.ce m l s l a e -  
...... 
- 
.- -. 
1198916 
- 
10.17~2036 ln*o.ce=248429 1 25 175 00 gi.en snen no per ra ts  o ~ z  - -  _ -- - - _ -  - .. -- . -. -. -. -- 
.. 
369 Peter J. Smith IV 0.50: 70,00/~iie Motion to Amend Complaint: file :025389-00001 . '1799534 
m-i _lovoice~248429-, 0.50: 7O.OOlStipulation; file Order (0.5). 
, , 
1 0912012006 369 Peter J. S d h  lV - 0.20' 28.00,lFile amended mmpiaint (0.2). ;025389-00001- :I201350 
lnvoice=248429 1hZiZFo06-.--- 0.20; 28.00: 
: 
................ ... .. . .. . . . .. . - -- - -. - -. - -. - - - - -  
i o  t i . Z i 5  ?g %Gr. sm.th IV 0 LO 77 50 Telepnone conference *.In Clare J~slao 120792. 025389-00001 
- -_ 
. . .  -. .- . -- 
1181412006 lnro~cei24%77 0 50 77 50 regatdlng arpor !.on, lslconone canfeience nltn . . . . . . .  ......... 
. .. - 
- -. - - 
Applnon regar0.n~ deporrton dates 
-. - - - - - - ...................... _-_ .. -_ _ .- .. . . . . . . . . .  ...-........ - . ... . .  
... 
I 
030/  46.50/Telephone call from Bill Appleton regarding 1025389-00001 1209366 
I 0.30i 46.50[deposition dates: dran iener to Bill i 
/Appielon. ! 
1110612006 369 iPeter J. Smith lV 1 0.10/ 15.50/Teiephane call from Claire Juslad. 1025389-00001 !1213678 
0111712007 ilnvoice=262104 i 0.tOI 1 5 . ~ 1  ( - 
. 
I i 
1U0612006 369 + !Peter J. Smith IV,_____-  I 0.25i 38.75/relephooe uonlerence with Claire Justad 1025389-00001 i1220487 
01/17/2007 iin~oicee252104 ! 0.25j 38.75jiegarding deposition. .- ...... ... 
-,  ...-... 1----i- :.-- I 
.. ........ - -. -. . . . . . .  .- .. - -. .- -. . -. . - - - - - - -- -. . 
. 
Peter J Sm!n IV 4 00 620 00I~cepare lor asposiban. meetrng w.ln Clarre 025389-00co t '~~ -  - - . 
,__- --  - -  -_ . '2~'"20C6 !S? _. - .- - - - -- -- ... 12232L3 - -. . .. .. . . . 1 i l i t i /200?. - .n+oice=252t04 - -. 4 00 620 co J.staa rrgarolng oeposl~ o n  anena oeposr:.on . -. ....... .. . .  
.  - - . - -  - .. ... . 
, . . 
iephone confeience with Claire Justad. /025359~00001 
0211212007 / lnvoice=253207 I 
L.... !. - -. . -. -: . - .. -. .- .. I -. ... - . . .  . .  -. . .  -- . - .- . . .  
o t l t  1 2 0 0 7 ~ -  369- - i ; i : & % i t  - 0 50 77 59  D.ciare mner io CJa.ro Jmad rrgaio.ng 
-- - -. .- -. - -. 
. . 1225016-. .025389-~C00! .- 
77 5bF. .- -. .- . . ....- .-.. . . . 021t2 2OC7 Invoice-253207 0 q  -..- eniemenl - - OHer -. d - rtate ... ener to . B,11 . .... .  ... . ...... .. 
. I . - .  -- - -- -. -. - - - -. --- - - - -. 
. . : - .  . ,  ? .. - . . -. . . 
! i 1 7F58T,T- 
369 !Peter J. Smith tV 165,OO/Tslephone conference with Ciaire Jused 1025389-00001 - 
. . 
155.W/tegardlng senlement offer of Ron Wsrd. 0211212007 .,... iIovoice=253207 - i 
..... . ,. ___.___ -. I 
.. at,24l2oo7... +- - -- -- - - - - -- -. . . . . .  
Petel J. Smith IV o.50! m e x w  file; telephone conferencev4ilh Ciaire 1 d*ii&, . 369 . regarding senlemefi : 1229952 /025389-00001 _- , 1.. . . . . . . . . . . .  t 7 
, -; -- -- ........... ... 
0.251 3875lReviaw intetrogatoiies. 7---- 369 Peter J. Smith IV 
, .- -- - - -- -. - .- -- 
!025359~00001 
.............. . .  - 
,1232595 
I n ~ m i r ~ ; 9 ~ 1 ( L O d  I 0.25; 38.75; A $  
~ - -  L
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, 7 .  . .  - -  .:. .-.. . .  .... .  7 -rq-;. . --.-----TT-;x-.., 
.. .... .. ... :... . ~ D a t ~ ~ j ~ i $ '  .. i+ i"~~ic;~umber. .  j.2..IL..i-] H O " ~  :.:: Amounb ........ -.:.:&i;:.z :-= 1 , . ...::.; ~ ~ . ) . : ? . ~ f . ~ . ~ e s c ~ l p t ~  I. ....~:......:....:....:.~~......~... .... it r i; :!,,:. r 2 . ~ .  ~ m r  , A ~ . .  Number >:. -2. I 1 ;  .... 
....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ...-.- ......- . , .- ......... .. -. ............ -. . - .  - - -- - . - . - - - 
02.05 2007 369 Peter . Sm lh 1'1 0 25 38 75 inst l~cronr lo w ~ a l  asslnant 2sgaro.n~ 
-. -- -. - ... ............... . ............ .... ..-. 
025389.03001 
- 
...... 
1232541 
-
ln~oce-253804- 0 25 I8 75 rco'eV resp?!l!? . . 
........................ cfm ..... 2007 . .  -- . .- . .  - -- .- .. 
I ! /2{Ez-z369 :Peter J. Smith IV 1246519 
' 0512212007 Invoice=256170 : 0.25! 3875/in6truclions 10 iegai assistant. - /_.._ -- 
. - -. 
! 
- 
0413012007 369 'Peter J. Smith IV 0.30! -- 46.50lPiepale scheduling order sheet. iO25369-00001 :I248106 _ 
-- - 
0.30' 46.50: 0512212007 lnvalce=256170 
- - .. . -- . - -- . .... 
-. .. .- . -- --A- -- 
: 0.25: 38.75~~iclate i ner to Bill ~ ~ $ e l a n  regarding 0610112007 -369 :Peter J. Smith IV i025389-00001 - - -- '1254826 -- . . 
0711312007 lnvoice=257700 
-. ........ - i : 0.25: 38.75'mediation. - . - . 
.- 
0610112007 449 Kris M. soon 0.10i 8.50iTelephone conference with M16. Justad regarding /025389-00001 :I254880 1 
07i73lZ007 : Invoice=2577W 0.lOj 8,mimdiation and mediatoi5. 
-. ... - . .- . .... - .... -. . - . - . - - .... -- - -. - ... - -- -. ... - - -. 
i E!0612007 3F9 Peter J Smth I/ 3 50 542 50 Rerien llle, piepale intrriogalolies re. e* '25525~ --- 025389J021_-  -- - 
-. -. .. - -. - - -. - - - .--... .. -. ......... . .... .. ... ... ......- 
07!13l2007 ln,a~e=257700 3 50 542 50 amenoea a n r ~ n s t r r c t ~ ~  lo!bgA - - _ - -- 
. I. ......... -. __ - ... - .- 
......... 1 
I I 
06108121)07 369 Peter J. Smith IV 1 1.10; 170,50/~eview answer to Secand Amended Complaint: /025389-00001 '1255599 
.. 
t 0711312007 'Invol~=257700 
................. - . i- 1.101 iprepare Request for Admissions. i 170,50!piepare answer to Request for Admissions; I - 
. .. .- . -. -- . - - . -- ... .. 
06.1 t 2007 389 Peter J Smlo Iv 1 30 201 50 Te epnone canlrrence legaralng earemenl 
.- -. - - - - - - - - - -. - 
12f6t l7  
. . .  
025389.00c01 .- ., 
- - -- - -- - - . . - . .  .... .. . . . ... ... . 
07.1312007 lnvoice=257700 1 3 3  5 50 prepare inleiragatones, prepam Requeslr lor .. . - ... -. - . . .  -  , - 
Prod.ct(on propace Requests 101 Adm rrrOnS 
. . .... - . - . - - . .  -. . - - .... - -- ... .- .. -. . -- ... -. .  - - ... - -  . . .  - - . - - -.. -- -- ..-.. 
. 
-- - - 
. -. . -. . -. ... - -- ... .- - . -. - - -  -. . 
.- ..........- .. 
0611 1.2007 449 K I ~ S  M scon o 15 12 75 LG~ m C I ~  re enc~asrng a copy - - - - _  025389-09901 . 1256164 ' ollne 
- ... o.7112.0 . .  -- .. .- ... -- -- -- -
tnroce-257700 0 I 5  12 75 Ansaers to Req~ests for A d m l b ~ l ~ n ~  lor ner 
, -. -- -. , -- .. -. -. - - ... .... ...... . .- .... . . . . . . . .  . ....... . ....... 
I 
0611212007 . 369 /Pete( J. Smith tV , 0.25/ 38.75!Teiephone conference with Claire Juslad --.- 1025389-00001 . z 1 2 5  
. -- -... (07l132007 , 'lnvoice=257700 0.251 38,75/regarding trial and witnesses. 
0612512007 369 ,Peter J. Smith IV 1 0.20: 31.00/Foilo~-up with client regarding discovery :025389.00001 it258128 
0711312007 
--. - . - - 
:lnvoice=257700 : 0.20; 31.001answers. i -. 
0612912007 369 :Peter J. Smith IV j O.25/ 38.75lReview lntsrrogatories. 1025389-00001 :I259933 
07/13/2007 jinvaice=257700 0.251 38.75: 
- -- 
. - - -. --- - 
_1_ / 1.  ............ . .  -- -. .- :- -- - -- -- .. -- . .  
07.0812007 359 Peler J Smtn 1V '325389-00001 
.- -. - -- - -. .. - -. - 2 oo--. 3laoo.!cerv o e l e n d a n ~ ~ D f s ~ ' e ~  A n s t e r s a i a ~ .  . . .  .- . -. - ......... 1 2 6 1 1 0 8 ,  . . .  . 
lnuoce=255075 2 00 310 03 m m o  to f e regardmg d e f e z $ c  care - - -  .. . . . .  
.. . . .  . . .  . -- . -. . -. -- 
.-. - 
I 
369 !Peter J. Smith iV j 0.301 45,50/Review Discovery Answers. !025389-00001 
... - ----- 
/1261137 - I/ 
jlnvoice=259075 1 0.301 46.501 
- .--. - .. - , 
-. ................ - , . . . . . . . . .  - .... .. -. 
07 20 2007 ' -769 peter J Sm.lh IV 2 00 310 09 Plepare alscovery ans~ers ,  aran e n e i ~  - 
- -  
__ _- 025389-0030~ ' . -- 
-. 
1262894 
- -
- . .- . - . . , 
. ... ........ . - . - .  . . 
08 28 20C7 ln,ace=259075 2 00 310 03 C'alre Jvslad i n t r a - o n . c ~ f e : ~ n ~ l h  _ -- .. .... 
-.. 
-. -- . . . . . .  ... , - Pau. R rlari ngtan regarding irlal p r e a ' ~ t  or , 
- -_--_ _ - ..... .... - -. .- .- , ......... . ... . 
" 
- 
.rouvy, ub ~ 4 8  ALR 172 (rom Idaho 
L. 
, 
.. . draft research 
-- 
I case law addressing to 
. . . .  . -- 
,,UuvC - + ~ , ~ , = e  of option must be 1, / .............. - &-- . . ! igiven. .. 
- , 7 -. - 
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0712512007 ' 369 !Peter J. Smilh IV 1 0 0  
! 0812812007 . /Invoics=259075 
... ._ -. .. - .- . .  _ .. -. _ ._ .... _ .- - - -- -- - - 
54 25 Telephone ~ a , ,  from C afre Jislao iegala ng 07.282007 - 3 6 5  . P e K  Smjn I< - -_ -035 ._ -_ c 2 5 3 8 s . ~ 0 ~  . 1263876 
........ . . . . .. . .  . . ..... . ............ 
- 
, -. -- - -. - - - - - - - - - - 
... 
1n\cce=259075 0 35 5425 ,esCna ,--- "-.'-~"*"-'" "..*,o".,. 08 28 2o07.. ._ _ - - . . .  - ... ._ ._ -. .- -- i . 
m n , ~ o n t e m n  orer 
"Y ",,El W --,,IT "OIF. YlDll . -S IC ,  
. ~ .  
.- 
..... ..., ,.. ;:>are notice of sewice of 2 
. . 1 /dis~o~ery; i n ~ l r ~ ~ l i o n s  10 legal assistant. i- 
0812812007 369 :pels< J. Smith IV : 0.25.' 36,75/Dictate ienw todienl. io25389-00001 '1270088 
0.25 38.75: 0911412007 . -. - - . -. ;)nvoice;259604, . 
.- -- -- . . . 
0813012007 380 Paul R. Hamnglon 0.10' 13,50!Review emaiis from Peler J. Smith. ___ 102538500001 ;1270506 
- . .- ,. .. -. .......... I 0911412007 lnvoice=259604 13.501 1 . _.:- i 1 I 
o . s o ~ - ~ $ r r i a l  -. Preparation. /025389.00001 :I270668 
.. ... - 
lnvaice=259804 0.50, 77.50' ! 
......... -7
1 
- . . 
0910412007 380 Paul R. Harangion 4.201 567.00!Review wse file: begin drafliog lriai '025389-00001 '1271870 
1012242007 4.20' 567.00:documenls; dran stipulation of fads, witness ln~oice=260887 
-. . 
.- 
!list, fmdingsaffact and conclusion dlaw: 
- - . - - . - .- jlelephooeconference wiih Mrs. Justad toget 
. 
.. .. 
:cenain infomalion forwitnesr list. ,- 
... - .A 
i 
'0910712007 380 :Paul R. Harringlon 
1 
: 1.70i 229.50~Rerearch cases where Idaho supreme ~ o u n  has 1025389-00001 .; 1272342 , +-'-- Invoice=260887 i 1.70. 229.50igranled specik performance. standard of 
I i ~ v i e w  lot speoific psrformancq finish drsn +- - - -. , . ! 
i /of ltiai brief. I !. ... 
: 0910512007 380 i ~ a u l  R. Hsrtingloo 5.20. 702.00i~eg% rsseanh for trial btiel; research when 025389-00001 1272224 
, ---Ll 
I 1012212007 lnvoice=280887 : 520: 702.00inotice of oplion onmay be excused or relieved in 
I L ................... - 
! 0911012007 380 Paul R. Haninglon 0.30: 40.50jDrafl lener to Mr. Appletan requesting 1025389-00001 1272606 i 1 
1012242007 tnvoice=260687 ; 0.30 40.501add1e55e5 of p~tential witnesses in Justad 
.... 
. !%rial. 
l 
I 
/ 0.501 77.501~eeling wilh Paul R. Hairinglon warding tmil i025389-00001 :1272626 
~ .SO;  77,50iexhibIls, witnesws and friei brief. 
, 0.301 40.50IMake revisions to witness list per Mr. i028389-00001 ;I273316 
i 0.3Oi 40.501Applslon's fax containing addresses of Ron - i 
I /Ward, Tom Scoll. Jeffrey Farmer, and Gary 
i iscon. i 1 
iequily; additional research on when It is 
ipermissible lo give notice Lo personal 
jrepresentaliv~ instead of heirs: drafl Vial 
. 
I I /brief. ! 
! -- .- 
. 
0911U2007 380 lPavl R. Harrlngloo i 0.50i 67.50IDrafl exhibit lisl. - 1025389-00001 1273294 
-. .- 
~tnvoics=26O687 0.501 67.501 
"------I-- -- -- 
I - 
0911412007 , 369 /peter J. Smith IV i 180i 279,00/Review trial brief: revise ttial brief: legal /025389~00001 7 1 2 7 3 4 7 0  
1012212007 I$voic~=260587 .- 
- -- -- .... .... .. 
i -. 
- 
--'+ 0.50i,-, 67.50/Updale findings of facls and conciusion of iaw 0911712007 . 380 /Paul R. Harrington 1025389-WOOL 
. - ... ........ - ....... - 
1012212007 . j%&=280687 7 O.so/ 87.50/(~ialdocuments). 1 
... 
I 
.-. - ~ when contract w n  be 
. 7---- -1 .- !Fa 
~~E%T~-GF R. ~arrington 0.401 5 4 . 0 0 ~ a r d i n g  028389-00001 I 
- 
1012212007 
-- 
,invoice=260687 0.401 54.00 Wanda MeQer. 
. . 
I 
- .. ..... 
....... , - ~  , -  ,,... : . n - A  67 50 Revise findinas of facl and conclusions of law 025389-00001 11275408 
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.^71, -. -..-, ..- .
-- - s . 
.....  
.. 
. rn Mfai81 +;,,,,,b - ,--- --, . ... .... .. ...: . 
- 
- -  1:. -. 
. . 
-........ .. 
' 1 i z ~ z c 0 7  o 53 - .- - - .- - 67 50 lor ucai %n.oice=260667 -- - ._ - -- -- ..--- -...-..- . . . . . .  , - _  _ .- 
i , 
I 0.301 40.50/Te1ephone conference with David Keyes iegarding '1275917 
. .- 
! 0.301 40.50/rubpoena for liial. He asked that we mail it ... :lnvoice=260687 
! ! ;to him and that he plans to testify on behalf .. . - . 
.- jof Ms. J " M  .- -. . , . . 
. .....- --- 
I- - 
! 0.70/ 94.50/compiie exhibils for exhibit {kt. relephooe -, i025389.00001 1275924 
- 
070! 94.50iconfereoce with Ms. Justad regarding her  owe; - . . invoice=260687 -. - .- 
.... 
:o f~noinsy to Jodi. Mrs. Justadcannot find 
- 
and that is why she has not 
- 
i 
.... ".-- - 2.50; 4 2 ~ . 0 o / ~ r e ~ a r e  exhibit list; prepare witness list: i025389-00001 11277521 369 Peter J. Smilh IV_- 
- . - .- i i n ~ t r u ~ t i o n ~  to iegai assistant regarding 
-filing iists with Coun and Bill Appieton. . . . .  ........ 
I 
42.501Review stipulated facts. :025389-00001 11277529 364 'Peter J. Smith lV 
3.003 510.00/prepare outline of ~ i r e c l  Examinetion of Ciaire i025389.00001 1010312007 369 ,Peter J. Smith iV :1277536 
: , , . = + = A  
10103R007 380 Paul R. Harringloo 1.80 243.0O!Check date of death of decedeol; make 1277990 1025389-00001 , .- 
!aitemtions lo and ievise Vial Brief: review 
.- . 
... 
- ;petel J. Smith's direct examination of Justad: 
- - - -.
:intm-office conference wilh Peter J. SmithL 
1 . 
- 
-. 
0.80, 136.00iTrial preparation. ,025389-00001 1277897 10104R007 369 Peter J. S?ith IV 
, - 
t i i 4 1 2 0 0 7  380 Paul R. Hatlington 2.0g 270,0O!Research wnsUuctive nolice/inquh notice jo25389-00001 ;1278105 
/under idaha lsw: add wnstructive notice ! 
- !argument to trial btief. 1 - -. ---- -- . - -. 
3.10: 527,00!~eview and revise Uial brief: prepare pmposed !025389-00001 - :I278305 
jfindings of fact and conclusions of law: 
. jintra-office conference regarding brief and 
- 
!findings. 
- - -- 
- 1.00, 170,00!~repare closing aqument. /025389-00001 1278313 .. lo loa12o07~~ 36-r J. Smith IV 
- 
: 0.70! 94.5OiFinal rev(ewofp0si (rial brief and 025389-00001 :I278345 1010812007 380 :Paul R. Harrington 
, icanciusions of fact and law; make suggestions: 
btra.ofice conference wilh Peter J. Smith 
lregarding trial and order of witnesses. 
i i 1 h s 7 . '  369 ;peter J. m t t h  Iv 1 0.401 6e.oojReview DefendanYs Trial Brie(: intra-office i025389-00001- 
i iwnference. - , I 
! 
7 
i 
i 0.50/ 85.00/~evkw revision lo ~ n s l  ~nwf ;  file Trial /025389-00001 i1278545 - 
'~i010812007 : 369 /Peter J. Smith IV I 
5 I Ierief. 1 , ...... I 1 I 
.. . 
101~912007 ,,,. 3~03JPeul R. Harrington / 1.401 188.00 ~ev iew Dafsndanrrlrial brief and proposed i026389-00001 :*-. I -7 p
.. .. 2 cesearch care law on definiteness of contract +-- 
-- .+ 
.................. - -. -. -  - 
1 
- -  
materiai terms; inira-office conference 
........ 
, q- --I---- I 
0.30 5 i .w  ~ e e b g  with Paul R. liarringion regaiding David /02538960001 1278629 1011012007 i 369 Peter J. Smith IV 
___I(___.-. , Keyes. I -I-- 
... - - .. -- 
 
M 1011012007 : 380 ' ~ a u ~  R. Harrington 2.20 -_ zg7.00 Telephone conference with David Keyea to 
., -- 1 id+ .... .... 
. . . .  
diSCUQS procedure fQr upcoming ttial; obtain 
........... 1 - 1- narrative of events: drat memo to file I 
. : i .....,....... 
. regarding David Keyes test(many: draft outiine 
2 -  
~-7of dim" examination d David Keyes. . -.&. - .... 
I 
--. . 
/025389.00001 11278937 
...... I I___._ 
/to Ciaire Justad regarding Uiai date and 
. 
I jmeeting on day before tnal I 
, 
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---. 
I i 
. 
~OI~ZIZOO~ 369 .Peter J Smith IV : 4.00; 680.001Piepare closing argument; review exhibits: /02538~-00001 1127a007 
iprepare for trial. 
..................... -- F -_,_- I I I ! 
.. 
- 
/examination of Claire: intra-oifice conference 
/with Peter J. Smith regarding Estate of Baker 
,case and how to distinguish: resesrch Estate v. 
-- 
---------ILI-.& .^. *."Y .".*ilr .^  O.b. I Qm.lh 
,~,~-.,." ,I,,  1 1 . - .  1. -.. 11.1 
- - 
.. - - 
iregarding thoughts on Baker: put together iz.-- -..-. - 
notebook of our cares and Defendants cases. 
, .. - .. - - I -. 
.................. . . .  . 
- . ... . . -  ..... .. - - -. .- 
-. -. _ .- -_ ..-I 
~0,1312007 369 Peter J Smllh V I 258 00 P~epare lor tr;are,fen . ... aoc~rnents rerler a . . .  . .. .. 12:97'0 
. . . .  . L ~ O  - ozs'8g-coox' -. - - -- .- - -. 
p cad ngr rev ew 11 al or.els, prepaie cor,ng 
.. . - .  . ..... 
. . .. .- -- -. - -. - - -- -. 
.. . . 
. . 
. 
... - . -. -. - . . .. -. - a'gumen's .- and -- opening statemen! -. -_ .- _ 
I-IOI1412007 369 ,Peter J. Smith (V 
! 
i 2.00; 34o.OOjPlepafe for vial. i025389-00001 j1279015 
! I I I 
1011412007 1 380 !Paul R. Harrlngtan i 2.501 337.50/Wimess meding with Peter J. Smllh, Claire /025389-00001 11279268 
I IJu~tad and David Keyesto go over upcoming 1 i 
itrial. 
_____I_ 
1 
1011412007 369 :Peter J. Smith IV 
-I 
........... . .- . . .  - . -. .- ... .- - -. . . .  . -  . -. -. .. 
10118 200: 369 Peter. SmIn W 34 00 i n ~ t r ~ ~ t ~ o n s  to Paui R Har,.ngton regaro ng 025389-00001 -- - 
_. ..-? 20.- ._ - - -.- l2'9451.. .. . . . . . . . .  - 
.~qgrnent ana propem ta i  inlorrnal.on 
. . . . . . . .  _.- . .  _ -
-. _- - .  - .  -- . -  1 
369 .Peter J. S e  . . 0.40; 68.W/~aview tax payment information; memo to Paul R. i025369.00001 ,1279452 
...-. - /Harrington regarding legal description in / .  ............ _ 
ioptlon agreement. I 
- ...... 
! I 
- .... 
I 
! 3.401 4 5 s . o o j ~ r ~ n  Judgment: check with ~ootenai counly 1025389-00001 if279575 . 
i lA%sessoi cegardlng the amount of property tax_ 
I 
-. - 
..+-- , 
/that has been paid and accrued on the Gasser 
- 
l ;property since Aptil 11,2006; calllwo ! ! 
....... 
-7 jsurveyors, left message wilh Mr. Honsaker; I 
, I jcheck if counQ has old assessoh rnapsfrom i 
,."a I /,"I". 3 I I i / 0.401 68.00/Raview outline oi real property described in jo25389-00001 
j I /option. J .. -- I 
I I 
10/1812007 389 i ~ e t e i ~ .  Smith iV ! 1.20! 204.00 Telephone conference with Claire Justad: review . .  
7 --
-- 
1025389-00001 
. .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 
1279925 
wiculetions of amount due an Judgment; revise ! 
.l.l -_ ...................... 
calculations: lnshuctions to legal assidant I 
. . . . . .  
I regarding property tax informason. i 
, .................... 4------i-- , b.i 
l ! - . .- -. -. .-- - 
.lo,ii/rdi~. ' ....... 
380 :Paul R. Hairington --.- T- -043-- 54.00/Review and revise proposed judgment; ;I280176 1 025389-00001 
.... 1 I +- 
.. . -. 
/int(a.~fTlce conference wilh Peter J. Smith. 
-- 
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1011912007 369 ;Peter J. Smith IV ! - 0.35i 59.50IReuiew description of parcels prepared by Russ /025389.00001 ,1260129 
............. /Honsaker: intra-ofice conference regarding 
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WILLIAM APPLETON 
SPATE OF lOAt+@ . 
COUNTY OF KO~TENA~ESS FILED: 
ATTORNEY AT LAW, ISB #I938 
1424 SHERMAN AVENUE, SUITE 100 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
TELEPHONE: 208-666-2518 
ATTORNEY FOR DEFENDANT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
WILMA CLAIRE JUSTAD, ) 
) Case No. CV06-4679 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
VS . ) 
) DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO 
RONALD WARD, Personal Representative ) MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND 
of the Phyllis A. Gasser Estate, ) COSTS 
) 
Defendant Ronald War8 hereby objects to the fees and costs claimed in 
Plaintiffs memorandum dated November 20, 2007. This objection is filed pursuant to 
Civil Rule 54(d)(6) and seeks disallowance of all the claimed attorney fees and part of 
the claimed costs. Specifically, 
A. Defendant objects to any award of attorney fees because there is not 
sufficient evidence that Plaintiffs action was to recover on a "commercial transaction" as 
defined in Idaho Code section 12-120 or was an action where the "amount plead" was 
less than $25,000.00. The only evidence regarding the real property involved in this 
case was that its owners and the grantor of the option, Phyllis Gasser, used the 
property as her personal residence. 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO 
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS: 1 
3.g 
B. Defendant objects to the claimed witness fees ($137.84) because the 
witness was not identified; nor was it asserted that Plaintiff "actually paid" such 
expense. 
C. Defendant objects to the specific Items of attorney fees on the grounds 
that such items are not reasonably related to the "prosecution of the action." Those 
items are: 
(i) Time spent after the trial conferring with surveyor Russ Honsaker 
on October 17,2007 and November I, 2007. 
(ii) Telephone conference with Ms. Mclntyre regarding easement on 
October 24, 2007. 
d 
DATED t h i s 3  day of December 2007. 
hA- & .  
WILLIAM APPLETOW 
Attorney for Defendant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that true and complete copies of this objection and the notice of hearing 
on this objection were hand delivered on December 4 2007, to the office of: 
Peter J. Smith, Esq. 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. 
250 Northwest Blvd., #I02 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
WILLIAM APPLETON ' 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
DEFENDANT'S OBJECTION TO 
MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND COSTS: 2 
2ct 
I 
ATE OF IDAHO ) 
County of KOOTENAI 
FILED 1-  l i -09 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
WILMA CLAIRE JUSTAD, 
Plain tiff, 
case NO. CV 2006 4679 
) MEMORANDUM DECISION AND vs . ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S 
1 MEMORANDUM OF FEES AND 
RONALD WARD, Personal Representative ) 
) COSTS, AND DEFENDANT'S of the Phyllis A. Gasser Estate. OBJECTION TO MEMORANDUM OF 
1 
1 FEES AND COSTS Defendants. 
I. INTRODUCTION. 
This matter was tried to this Court on October 15, 2007. At the conclusion of that 
hearing, the Court found in favor of plaintiff Wilma Claire Justad (Claire Justad). 
Judgment was entered November 15, 2007. As is discussed below, Claire Justad 
prevailed on her claims and was the prevailing party. On November 20, 2007, Justad's 
attorneys filed a "Memorandum of Fees and Costs" on her behalf. On December 4,2007, 
defendant Ronald Ward's attorney filed "Defendant's Objection to Memorandum of Fees 
and Costs" on his behalf. Oral argument on the issue was held December 17, 2007, and 
the issue was taken under advisement, primarily to review Cannon v. Peny, 2007 WL 
3036816, 2007 Opinion No. 106, 07.22 ISCR 855 (October 19, 2007), which was cited in 
Claire Justad's Memorandum of Fees and Costs. 
Attorney fees are requested by Claire Justad pursuant to I.C. ?j 12-120(1) and (3), 
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and I.R.C.P. 54(e)(l). Memorandum of Fees and Costs, pp. 1-2. Ronald Ward objects 
that there is not sufficient evidence to show Claire Justad's action was a "commercial 
transaction." Defendant's Objection to Memorandum of Fees and Costs, p. 1. A 
discussion of the evidence is necessary to determine these claims. 
II. ANALYSIS. 
At the end of the trial the Court held Claire Justad is entitled to specific 
performance on a May 8, 1978, option contract which Claire Justad had with Phyllis 
Gasser. Claire and Phyllis were sisters. The option concerned some real estate 
bordering Lake Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. That land bordered additional land that Claire 
Justad and her husband bought from Phyllis Gasser at the same time the option contract 
was entered into. Claire Justad testified that the reason she wanted this option was to 
provide this land as a legacy for her son. Gasser died and Ronald Ward was appointed 
personal representative of Gasser's estate. Ron Ward was Phyllis Gasser's nephew, the 
son of Phyllis' other sister Leila. Under the terms of the option contract (Exhibit Al Exhibit 
3), Claire Justad had 60 days to exercise her rights under the option, or her rights under 
the option would be lost. If Claire's rights under the option were not exercised, the 
property would remain in Gasser's estate. Ward not only administered Gasser's estate, 
but he stood to inherit under the terms of Gasser's will. 
Claire testified before this Court that she was present in Coeur dtAlene when her 
sister Phyllis died. The hearing on appointment of Personal Representative was held 
on April 11, 2006, fifty-one days after Gasser died, nine days before the 60-day period 
under the option would expire. Claire Justad's daughter, Jodi Justad, traveled all the 
way from Boise to Coeur d'Alene to provide that acceptance at that April 11, 2006, 
hearing. Claire Justad testified before this Court that immediately after she received 
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notice in the mail of this April 11, 2006, hearing, because Claire had recently fallen and 
could not make the trip herself, she told Jodi Justad to travel to Coeur d'Alene for the 
hearing for the sole purpose of exercising that option. Claire Justad testified at the trial 
before this Court, that Jodi did so at Claire's request, and Claire Justad testified that the 
reason she had Jodi do this was Claire understood Claire needed to give notice of 
intent to exercise the option to the personal representative and to the court. 
Jodi Justad attended court before Magistrate Judge Friedlander on April 11, 
2006, and attempted to give notice. Jodi Justad was there for no other reason. Jodi 
wasn't a devisee under the will, nor was she an heir of the decedent Phyllis Gasser. 
Jodi Justad had a power of attorney for her mother, Claire Justad, who was 
physically unable to be present at the hearing. At the April 11, 2006, hearing, Judge 
Friedlander asked Jodi who she was, and Jodi replied: 
My name is Jodi Justad, I am Claire Justad's daughter, urn, Phyllis 
Gasser's last surviving, uh, sibling. Um, my mother was Phyllis Gasser's 
power of attorney and administrator of her estate for many years. Uh, this 
went on um - Ron Ward uh, became her um, power of attorney and uh, 
administrator of her estate without my mother's knowledge. And urn, I 
also - my mother told - my mother has- 
The Court: All right. Wait a minute. So. You're objecting, but you 
haven't filed any pleadings at all with the Court. 
MISS JUSTAD: No. I'm here just to hear what I - I was not sure 
what this court date--what this court was - was about. And I flew up here 
from Boise last night. 
Um, my point is, is that my mother sold some - that my mother 
owns a -- 
Even though Judge Friedlander construed Jodi's presence as an objection to Ronald 
Ward's appointment it is obvious that Jodi Justad was not there to object to Ron Ward's 
appointment. This Court so found. This Court found Jodi was at that hearing because: 
"My mother told me (something), my mother has (something) and my mother owns 
(something)." From the context at that hearing and all the evidence at this trial (from 
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Claire Justad and Jody Justad), the only reason she was there was to exercise the 
option and the ONLY thing that her mother "owned" was the option. That testimony 
was uncontradicted. This was in open court before Judge Friedlander, it was on the 
record, and if Jodi would have been allowed to finish her statement, she would have 
provided clear notice on the record to Judge Friedlander and Ronald Ward. 
This Court found this was adequate notice, in and of itself. Without more, this 
was notice to the court and it was notice to Ron Ward. The fact that Ronald Ward knew 
who Jodi was (Claire's daughter), and knew Claire had bought from and paid for an 
option years before from Phyllis and her husband, makes it even more clear to Ron 
Ward, the man who at the April 11, 2006, hearing was seeking to become the personal 
representative (and the man who would later become personal representative), that 
Claire was in fact giving notice on April 11, 2006. 
Claire gave notice of her intent to exercise her option to Ronald Ward on April 
11, 2006, through Jodi at the hearing. There simply could have been no other 
interpretation made by Ronald Ward at that time. Ronald Ward had more information 
than Judge Friedlander at that time. Ronald Ward knew there was an option, knew 
Claire knew about the option, knew Claire was not mentioned in Phyllis' will, and knew 
Jodi had no reason to be in Court on April 11, 2006, otherthan to exercise Claire's 
option. The few words Jodi got out were consistent with Claire exercising her option on 
that day. 
Claire also gave notice to the court on April 11, 2006. While misinterpreted by 
Judge Friedlander because Jodi was not allowed to get her entire statement out, it is 
clear from the transcript what Jodi was trying to do. The result was to cause Judge 
Friedlander to continue the hearing. That continuance is not a recognition of the notice 
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of intent to exercise the option, but the effect of Judge Friedlander's decision to 
continue the hearing was to extend the 60-day period Claire had under the option. 
Ronald Ward did not come away from the April 11,2006, hearing with the authority he 
was seeking. At the end of the June 15, 2006, hearing, he finally obtained that 
authority. But earlier that day, before the hearing, he had also received notice of 
Claire's intent to exercise the option. 
At that April 11, 2006 hearing, who had the higher duty? Jodi was trying to give 
notice of her mother's acceptance of the option. That is crystal clear. That 
communication didn't happen in its entirety, but there is no doubt in this Court's mind 
that at that hearing Ronald Ward knew exactly what Jodi was trying to communicate. 
At that hearing Ronald Ward is trying to get appointed as personal representative. A 
personal representative has a fiduciary duty, both to the court and to heirs and 
devisees. A person in a fiduciary duty also has a duty to speak when he or she should 
speak and not remain silent before Judge Friedlander. Ronald Ward knew what Jodi 
was trying to communicate. Ronald Ward had knowledge that Claire had an option. 
Were Ronald Ward to fulfill his fiduciary obligations, he should have told Judge 
Friedlander, "Judge, I think Jodi is here to notify the court and me of her mother's intent 
to exercise an option on some property owned by Phyllis; the decedent, and the record 
can reflect that, but I don't think she has any objection to my being the personal 
representative." 
Alternatively, the Court found that notice occurred on June 15, 2006. Judge 
Friedlander continued the hearing to June 15, 2006. On June 15, 2006, Claire Justad, 
through her attorney this time, exercised her rights under the option. Exhibit 14. This 
Court found this exercise of Claire Justad's option on June 15, 2006, was not timely 
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from time of death, but it is timely as a matter of law. Up until later in the day on June 
15, 2006, after Ron Ward was appointed, there was no one to give notice to regarding 
the option There was no evidence adduced that Claire knew who the heirs were under 
Phyllis' new will, nor was there evidence Claire knew there was a new will. Claire got 
notice from Ronald Ward regarding the hearing, and that was sent out on March 21, 
2006. Exhibit F. Idaho Code § 15-3-103 supports this conclusion. 
Up until the time Judge Friedlander appointed Ronald Ward there was no 
person, no entity to give notice. Claire could have given notice to the three individuals 
listed in Phyllis' will: Ronald Ward, Dennis Stott and Thomas Stott, but there is no 
evidence that Claire ever knew there was a new will. There is no evidence that Ronald 
Ward mailed such to Claire. Claire testified she wasn't sure if she ever read the 
application, and nothing on the application (Exhibit D) shows it was sent to Claire. 
Under Estate of Baker v. Lahrman, 505 N.E.2d 104, 107 (Ind.App. 1987), she could 
have given notice to the devisees (if she had known who they were) she could have 
given notice to the personal representative. Claire did that on June 15, 2006, the very 
day the personal representative came into existence. The Court found, as a matter of 
law, the 60-day period does not begin to run until the PR has been admitted into 
probate. 
The Court found the option is supported by consideration. The testimony is 
uncontroverted that Claire and her husband paid Phyllis' husband $100 cash. 
As to all of her claims, Claire Justad is the prevailing party. 
Claire Justad's factual basis for claiming attorney fees under I.C. 12-120(3), is that 
Claire Justad testified at trial the reason she wanted this option was to provide this land 
as a legacy for her son. That factual basis is bolstered by the fact that Claire lived in 
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Boise for many years, had no desire to move to Coeur dlAlene and live on the property, 
but wanted the option on the lake property in order to make the property shebought from 
Phyllis back in 1978 more valuable for her son. Claire testified she wanted the option on 
this property so her son could develop the property and have more income for himself. In 
1978, Claire and her husband bought 113 acres from Phyllis and her husband John 
because Phyllis and John decided to get out of the cattle business and retire. In 1978, 
Claire's son was not yet grown. Exhibit 2. Claire testified: 
... we asked if we could have an option on the rest of the property, he was 
thinking about the upper property, hundred and thirteen acres I think it was, 
and, uh, so we said that, well, when we - if we purchase it we'd like to have 
an option on the rest of it because we're gonna leave that part - all the 
property up here we were gonna leave to my son who since was killed, and 
- so that they could develop it, he could develop it when the time was right. 
The 113 acres and the optioned parcel were bought for the same reason. Claire testified 
why she bought this option: 
We wanted it because, uh, eventually when my son would inherit that, uh, 
he would have more property to make a development up there and have 
income for himself. 
Q. You entered into a contract of sale, but you also wanted an option. Is 
that what you're testifying? 
A. Absolutely. 
The 113-acre parcel had no residence on it. Phyllis and her husband also sold an option 
to Claire and her husband for $700 for the parcel where Phyllis and John continued to 
reside. John Gasser died in 1984, and Phyllis continued to reside on that parcel until she 
died. The option price, when Phyllis and her husband died or decided to sell, was for 
$97,000.00. Claire testified that her son, for whom they had purchased this parcel, was 
murdered in Boise. Claire did not testify when that occurred, but it appears to have 
happened prior to Phyllis' death and Clarie's exercise of her option rights in 2006. 
The pertinent case is Cannon v. Perry, 2007 WL 3036816,2007 Opinion No. 106, 
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07.22 ISCR 855 (October 19, 2007). A more complete title of that case is Cannon, 
Hinrichs and Moreno v. Peny. In that case, Perrys owned a house and Cannons leased it 
for a year with an option to buy at a set price. Cannons moved in and began paying rent, 
but they couldn't get financing for the purchase. Cannons' friend Moreno said she would 
buy at that same option price the Perrys had given Cannons, and Perrys agreed. In turn, 
Moreno was unable to obtain financing. Subsequently Moreno's friend Hinrichs agreed 
she would be the buyer and the Perrys agreed. The ldaho Supreme Court noted "...the 
record reflects that Moreno and Hinrichs had entered into a partnership to purchase the 
property to rent to the Cannons with the intent of eventually selling to the Cannons." 
07.22 ISCR 855, 856. Closing was postponed a few times and the last extension was to 
December 30, 2004. Before closing, the Perrys visited the home and saw the 
improvements the Cannons had made. The Perrys then sent a letter to Hinrichs and the 
Cannons rescinding all previous agreements. The buyers were ready to buy, but 
December 30, 2004, came and went, and a few days later the Perrys sold the property to 
a different buyer for about $30,000 more than the price agreed upon between Cannons, 
Moreno and Hinrichs. The Cannons, Moreno and Hinrichs sued, alleging breach of 
contract and wrongful eviction. The district court granted Perrys' summary judgment on 
the ground that the contract unambiguouisly expired on December 16, 2004, and thus, 
Perrys were free to rescind the contract on December 17, 2004. The district court 
granted Perrys' request for attorney fees against Hinrichs and Moreno under I.C. § 12- 
120(3), which provides for the prevailing party "in any commercial transaction" to recover 
reasonable attorney fees, but the district court refused Perrys' request to award attorney 
fees against the Cannons. On appeal, the ldaho Supreme Court held summary judgment 
should not have been awarded. All parties contested the attorney fees decision before 
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the ldaho Supreme Court. Hinrichs and Moreo argued the award of attorney's fees 
against them was barred because the transaction was not a commercial transaction since 
the property was to be used for residential purposes and Hinrichs and Moreno entered 
the transaction not as commercial investors, but as friends trying to help the Cannons. 
The Perrys argued attorney's fees should have been awarded against the Cannons 
pursuant to a provision in the lease/option agreement. Because it reversed the district 
court in its summary judgment decision, there was no longer a prevailing party. Since 
there was no prevailing party, the ldaho Supreme court also vacated the attorney's fees 
decision of the district court, but discussed the attorney's fees issue as follows: 
Commercial transactions are "all transactions except transactions for 
personal or household purposes." I.C. § 12-120(3). The statute does not 
require that there be a contract. Blimka v. My Web Wholesaler, L.L.C., 
143 ldaho 723, 152 P.3d 594 (2007). There is no dispute that the 
Cannons' involvement in these transactions was for personal or 
household purposes. Although Hinrichs and Moreno contend that they 
were acting only as friends of the Cannons, each of them testified in their 
depositions that they were buying the property for investment purposes. 
The arrangement was not a gift to the Cannons; Hinrichs and Moreno 
would collect rent and ultimately sell it to the Cannons at an appraised 
price. The district court correctly found, therefore, that the transaction 
was a commercial transaction with respect to Hinrichs, Moreno and the 
Perrys. 
Under the above language and reasoning of the ldaho Supreme Court in Cannon 
v. Perry, it is possible to reach two interpretations given the facts of this case 
The first interpretation is that Claire Justad purchased this property as a 
"commercial transaction" because it was for her "investment purposes", and not for Claire 
Justad's personal or household purposes. In Cannon, the ldaho Supreme Court found 
Cannons' involvement in the transaction was "personal" or for "household purposes", 
apparently because the Cannons were going to live on the property and live in the house, 
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As to Hinrichs and the Morenos, since they were buying for investment purposes, even as 
friends of Cannons, the transaction was a commercial transaction. In the present case, 
there is no testimony that Claire Justad, or even her son, would ever live on this optioned 
property. The exercise of the option and the resulting purchase was an investment. That 
would tend toward a commercial transaction. Even though Claire's intent is to "give" the 
property to her son, Claire has no intent to use the property for personal purposes. 
The second interpretation is that Claire Justad purchased the 11 3 acres and the 
option for the remaining property from her sister as an eventual gift to her son, and that 
this fact makes this transaction one for "personal" purposes. One cannot imagine a more 
"personal" purpose than to exercise an option obtained from one's sister to purchase 
property to give to one's own child or to leave to one's own child by way of inheritance. A 
sub issue under this interpretation is: "At what point in time does the Court view the 
personal vs. commercial nature." Does the Court view it at the time Claire purchased the 
property or at the time Claire tried to exercise the option? At the time Claire purchased 
the 11 3 acres and the option contract she intended all of this property to be a gift to her 
son. As just indicated, a gift would be for a "personal" purpose, even if the asset you are 
gifting would be one hoped to be a good investment. In other words, a gift is a gift, 
whether it be something of extreme value that the recipient would never personally use 
(live on), or something of little value to the recipient. It is still a gift and it is for personal 
purposes. At the time Claire tried to exercise the option, the evidence indicates her son 
had previously died. That would mean that Claire simply wanted to exercise the option to 
increase the size of her estate. While the property would undoubtedly be a good 
investment (comparing 2006 prices to 1978 prices), it would be an investment for Claire's 
personal estate. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 
One interpretation of Cannon is that if there is no residence, then it is a 
commercial transaction, and if there is a residence but no intent to live at that residence, 
then it IS still a commercial transaction, and if there is a residence with an intent to live at 
that residence, then it is purchased for personal reasons. The ldaho Supreme Court 
seems to recognize this fact, when in Cannon, while referring to "The arrangement 
[between MorenosIHinrichs on one hand and Cannon on the other] was not a gift to the 
Cannons." While the ldaho Supreme Court did not make clear the significance of that 
comment, the inference is that had MorenoslHinrichs become involved in this 
transaction purely gratuitously, simply to help out the Cannons and arrange the 
financing for the Cannons, then it would have been a "personal" transaction. As 
mentioned above, the ldaho Supreme Court noted "...the record reflects that Moreno and 
Hinrichs had entered into a partnership to purchase the property to rent to the Cannons 
with the intent of eventually selling to the Cannons." 07.22 ISCR 855, 856. 
Understandably, that would place Hinrichs and the Morenos in a commercial transaction 
with Perry. 
This Court finds that since the dispute is over the exercise of the option, the 
pertinent time period is 2006 when the option was sought to be exercised by Claire and 
not I978 when Claire purchased the option. This Court also finds the transaction must be 
viewed from Claire's standpoint, not from her son's standpoint. If Claire had intended to 
buy this property at its option price and sell it to her son at a profit, even a slight profit, 
then purchasing this option would clearly be a commercial transaction under Cannon. 
But instead, her intent in buying the option was to simply give it to her son so that he 
could develop it. More importantly, the pertinent time period is at the time of the exercise 
of the option, and at that time Claire's son had already died. In either event, exercising 
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the option to give to her son or exercising the option to add to her estate, it is a personal 
transaction. 
Finally, plaintiff requests attorney fees under ldaho Code 3 12-120(1) because 
plaintiff was the prevailing party and the amount pled was less than twenty-five thousand 
dollars. Memorandum of Costs and Fees, p. 2. Plaintiff is correct that she prevailed,a nd 
that she pled less than twenty-five thousand dollars in relief sought. However, there are 
certain other requirements with which a plaintiff must comply under that subsection, and 
no evidence has been given as to that compliance. 
Ill. ORDER. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that as to plaintiff's Memorandum of Costs and Fees, 
all costs requested are GRANTED and all attorney's fees are DENIED as the transaction 
was a personal transaction pursuant to ldaho Code 3 12-120(3), and pursuant to ldaho 
Code 3 12-120(1). 
Entered this 19th day of January, 2008. ;-h"+ 
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